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Introduction
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Fig. 1: The length scales of TiAl: its microstructure.
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Fig. 3: Pre- and post-deformation (to 10 % strain) EBSD maps of a
micropillar compressed at 700 °C; longitudinal twinning occurred.

Microcompression specimens were focussed ion beam
milled in specific orientations from single colonies of a
HIPped, nearly lamellar Ti-45Al-2Nb-2Mn-0.8vol.%TiB2
(Ti4522XD) polycrystal [1,2], as depicted below.

Morphology of longitudinal twins
There has also been a considerable body of work on
macroscopic polysynthetically twinned (PST) crystals. After
deformation, such TiAl crystals show lamellae ~10-200 nm
in thickness [4], parallel to the lamellar boundaries and in a
twin orientation to the surrounding material, causing a
refinement of the lamellar spacing. This longitudinal twinning
also operates on the {111}<112] system.
In the alloy here, the twin spreads
through the whole lamella at low and high
Ti4522XD
temperatures, so the initial lamellar
thickness determines the final twin
γ-TiAl:
thickness. Further tests have shown this
is not associated with changes in
α -Ti Al (overlay):
composition or processing between the
Ti-48Al (at. %) PST crystals and the alloy
investigated here. It is possible that such
differences in twin morphology are due to
differences in constraint between surface
and bulk.
Fig. 4: Schematic of the two
Ti-48Al (PST)
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Fig. 2: Schematic of steps taken to apply a Pt speckle pattern [3],
and then produce strain maps by high resolution digital image
correlation (HR-DIC) of secondary electron (SE) images, and lattice
rotation maps by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
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The stress required for the onset of twinning increased to
175 MPa at 25 ºC when the growth of a longitudinal twin was
constrained by a lamellar domain boundary. The diamond
punch similarly imposed constraint, causing rotation of the
centre of the pillar, as resolved below.
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Lamellar layers

Many pillars underwent longitudinal
twinning, with twins that stretched
the full width of the pillars. The
average resolved shear stresses
were determined for the operation of
the first twin at all test temperatures:
25, 367, 633 & 700 °C; see graph.
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γ-TiAl alloys provide higher specific strength than
nickel-based superalloys. However, γ-TiAl alloys are
relatively brittle, particularly at grain and twin boundaries.
Deformation twinning in γ-TiAl operates on the {111}<112]
system; where this occurs with an invariant plane parallel to
the lamellar interfaces, it is termed longitudinal twinning.
Microcompression has the potential to study such twinning
directly, from the orientation changes during deformation.
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Fig. 5: Maps of maximum shear strain and in-plane rotation (θ3)
produced from DIC of SE images, and EBSD data, with TEM bright
field inset of transverse twins in the base of the soft mode pillar.

Conclusions
● Micropillar compression tests showed that longitudinal
twinning can occur at resolved shear stresses as low as
100 MPa at 25 ºC, less than that required for dislocation
glide or transverse twinning.
● Longitudinal twinning appeared to start at lamellar
interfaces and continued until the twin had grown through
the lamella, in contrast with observations in PST crystals [3].
● The thermal softening of the constraint of domain and
colony boundaries, which resist longitudinal twinning, was
found to dominate over the intrinsic hardening of this
twinning mechanism with temperature.
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